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* A1STRACT: This-article, a 1959 speech, touches on the organization,
r'lannin, and management of scientific work and scientists. The author,
'.te edltor-in-chief of the Journal of Experimental and Theoretical
Physics, expresses a preference for having scientists run scientific
S:rojects, as opposed to administrative specialists. The role of the
project director is compared, in importance, to that of a movie director.
The need to train future directors of scientific work Is emphasized. The
author notes N. N. Semenov's speculation that in the future half of
humanity will participate in creative scientific work.
English translation: 4 pages.
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ABSTRACT: This article, a 1965 speech, Is concerned with the decrease in
the growth rate of USSR labor productivity [GNP], from 13%/yr to 4-5%/yr,
In recent years. The author attributes this decrease to the fact that hth'
advancements of science and technology have not been assimilated (mcyteredl
in and by industry. "Progress always meets resistance from the
environment." The maste~ring of new technology by Industry requires ti.at:
1) industry should be interested in learning to do something new;
2) Industry should be properly prepared to learn it; 3) the normal, 'tr;
workload of a plant or team that is assigned to implement new technolcgy
should be reduced; 4) those doing the something new should be paid m-ore;
5) there must be a clear Instructional program that considering the
Industrial facilities of the plant and the specific nature of' what is tc
be familiarized; 6) those who come up with a new Idea, be It process or
device, should work to put it into practice. The poor relationship of'
scientists to industry is deplored. American expenditures on theoreti,;a1
and applied science are discussed, as is the brain drain from England and
Germany to the United States. The two reasons given for this brain drain
are the higher salaries and, more importantly, greater freedom. c!' American
and Soviet scientists (from engineer on up) is compared (they are about
equal), but It is found that Soviet scientists produce about half the
scientific work that United States scientists do. United States budgetary
spending on science has increased 14%/yr over the last 20 years, and In
1965 it increased 20%. Soviet funds for scienct. in 1964 were 6.5 billion
rubles, and increase of 9.9% over 1963 funds. The author states that "Ir.
the last several years the technology gap between the USSR and the !Ynit-!
States not only did not diminish, but increased." This ra s.hould be
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r.#,du,:-d b. improving the orvanizational forms for the development of
.;cternce, the material base, the quality and labor productivity of USSR
ncIentlots. English translation: 9 pages.
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ABSTRACT: This article, a 1962 speech, considers the preponderance of
theoretical works in Physics and Mathematics, in particular, and Soviet
science in general. In the articles submitted to the Journal of
Experimental and Theoretical Physics, theoretical outway experimental by
a ratio of three or four to one. The gap between theory and practice is
deplored, and it is attributed to the less favorable position of appli-d
scientists in the USSR. Also, the role of a team leader in experimental
work is underevaluated, and the work is not given a sufficient material
support (funds, equipment and personnel]. Suggested improvements are:
establishing prizes for experimental work; bringing experimental work at
least up to the level of theoretical work, in prestige and pay.
English translation: 5 pages.
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ABSTRACT: This article, from Pravda, 17 June 1941, is a think piece of
historical interest. The author complains of th- separation of sc'ence
and technology, the lack of oi.ganization in scientific work, the lack of
discussion when papers are presented to the Academy of Sciences, and he
desires a healthy public airing of scientific differences of oninlon.
Also the establishment of task forces composed of scientists from the
different pertinent disciplines to tackle Individual problems.
Enrglish translation: 5 pages.
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ABSTRACT: Tnis article, a 196A4 speech, is concerned with increasing theproductivity of Soviet scientists by Improving the morale, financial
support and personnel of scientific institutions. Suggested improvementsare: more partiqipation In foreign scientific conferences with delegatespicked oy scientific qualifications and interest, not by bureaucratic
methods; the editorial selection board of journals should work directlywith the authors of submitted works to improve the articles; the concen-tration of personnel in the more promising areas of science; institutedirectors should be allowed more freedom in selecting their personnel andIn spending the funds allotted to the institute; the work of a director
should be simplified and trade more attractive to have more talented
scientists to this field. He also urges greater expenditures in theamenities of life at new scientific institutes being constructed outside
of Moscow to attract scientists from Moscow. English translation: Ai pages.
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ABSTRACT: This article, from Pravda, 4 May 1957, discusses the
development of new organizational forms In answer to large complex
pr'oblems (e.g., the construction of atomic-powered aircr'aft/. The •
author suggests the creation of a single independent organization
of scientists and engineers of various specialties, but persuing one
comm•on goal, solving the assigned problem and putting the results
into practice. Such task teams should be created for a specific-
problem, of a scale to fit the problem and for the life of the
problem; then the teams should be broken up and assigned to anot-her
problem. This approach will require greater funds, re-educatlng
scientists towards mobility and diversity and away from stability.
English translation: 4 pages.
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THE SCOPE OF SCI-NTTFIC WORK AND THE ROLE OF THE SCIENTIST-ORGANIZER 1

During my forty years of sc-_entific activity I have had the opportimity to

obzerve the numerous cha:Wes that occurred in the development of science and in its

pr),-llems. Looking at this period I find it difficult not to note the radicsl chx•ge.

now occurring. In my youth people frequently spoke of "pure science," of science

for the eake of science. No one says this now. Now science is considered as a

necossaz. component part of the social system and not only useful, but also inalien-

able. Tl- state pays more and more attention to science as the most important ele-

ment of state life; now scientific establishments are considered equal to other

branches of pubJ'e service, for instance, National Education, Transportation, the

Army. This was not so 30 years ago; then random factors ruled In the organization

of science and its di.velopment was based on individual initiative.

Now, with th-! ezpanding scope of scientific research work in all countries

state appropriati,,ns :.r the development of science continue to grow, both in

academic scientific establishments, and also in industry. "Me most complicated

installations of huge dimensions have been constructed: megavolt accelerators,

powerful atomic reactors, satellites for space research, etc. The solution of such

problems cannot be work for individuals; it is the result of collective creative

work and requires the large organizational efforts and means available only to big

states.

In ccnnection with the growth of the scope of scientific work science has been

divided into basic (cognitive) and applied science. I think that in many respects

'From a speech at the International Symposium on the Planning zf Sciet-c hel•d
in Prague in September 1999.
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on- sMuld consider th13 division artificial and it in difficult to Indicate the

--- point -where--basic science ends -and appliad sience begins. This dicvhion is con-

rio4Wxlth %oat kW of goal the scivatist is pursueig, cognitive or applied.

Iiw* O a k I*.ss m5i*.c is so" concentrated 1,n academic institutes and universitiesF

I agak*. Aplied -in taientific research establishments in inldustry. This divisior.n
i.,. u 7l Conce Vith tho necessity of financing, planning and control-

lift-#6ientIftt works.]

+ b twork .- a umober of leading scientists it is difficult to trace when

they - apgliad4o9al =4 when- thty pursued -c-Wnit ve--goala -For-inetance, J2

&HUltW-e LsM Lr wokad at industrial enterprises and solved a number or

i*ortwxttrhr_-&cal problem in the electric lamp industry, but it is well known

tbht $4 the course of thsee works he made a number of fundamental irnvestigat ions in

aLwctronies band vacuum physics.*

*M we frequently discuss how we should organize scientific work that by Itr

scope requires the participation of a large coordinated creative collective. Who} should direct the work of such a collective, a scientist or an administrator?
Professor Bernal considers that here administrators play the decisive role and

that they are necessary for organizational work on big scientific problems. I do

not agree with Professor Bernal; not that such organizers are not necessary for
collective work in science, this is correct, only in my opinion they should be not

administrators, but scientists. I can best express my thought by resorting to n

comparison with other regions of creative work, namely the theater and motion pie-

tures.

Once the theater was only a troupe of actors and the director was an inconspi-

cuous figure. Now, especially with the development of notion pictures in which

thousands and tens of thousands of actors participate, the main role determining

the success of the venture has passed to directors. In a great collective work

director is now necessary In science too. What requirements do we place before him?

The main requirement is that his role should be creative and not Just administritive.

He should understand the meaning and target of the solutions of scientific work and

correctly estimate the creative possibility of the performers, distribute the roles

by talent and thus expediently allot his force so that all sides of the problem tc,

be solved are developed harmoniously.

-2-



21ncu it 1;7. neco'z-ary to find unique organirational forms tu org•uil; the 5olu-i•

in elej.ic.t, ha should be a person with great creative talent.

I --m not know why the leader of such a splendid achievement in science a&. the

lInuchinfe~ the, firot -zatoelltte Is not worthy of tbe Nobei'prlzo, althoughb perfbvv

he personi-aly did not purform the scientific work connected with propi.ation fC tl ir

anique experiment. Didn't he organize it? After all, the movie dlreý.tors Z-•ri! 4

Elasnatekn and Rene Clair, whc are great creative directors and -who have certeld tri-

mot.t remarkable artistic films were not aetors th1e e a I- k•-Wn

1'ruat actor also being a great director; for Uistanwce, Charley ChplJ.n.

Thus, In science there are also cases of a great scientist being a g o-i rrrnn-

;.er of collective scientific work. Rutherford and Fermi were such smlti -eýtead

acientista. liat this certainly is a happy exception, and not the rule. We si3c uc.

undoubtedly, entering a period in the development of science in which the orgnnlzt-rp

of scicnce will be assigned a larger and larger role.

It seems to me that now we have to start specially educating and preparijig i
people to be organizers of large scientific problems and to make this duty attr.qctiv.:-

tc give such people great respect and not simply call them some sort of bureatucrt

.dmtinitrators. In a short report it is difficult to formulate the criteria for

selecting these people and how they should be Instructed and educated. They are

very rare people and this app. rently is one of the unique forms of human talent;

therfore, they need very considerable attention and great care.

Thus, I assume that one of the problems of the future will be the training i i

development of this new type of scientist-organizer, whose activity and value I Just

described. This type of scientist-leader is now in the initial stage of development,

but he will play the decisive role in the future, large-scale science.

The next problem I want considered is the scale that scientific work will nttanl

in the future. Let us try to sort out the question of what expenditures (human,

mtaterial and monetary resources) the state will allot to scientific work in the

future. At present, even in the most advanced states this amount Is only a small

fraction of the budget. But, with each year this fraction relentlessly incre-nses,

in both socialist and capitalist countries.

!l -



Now usazy economists note great eocial phenomena in connection with the rise in

techno~logy. In industrial and agricultural production the role of physicatl Iribnr

adhinoui~rdscreaseso The press has repeatedly noted that with the growth -3T

elsetriex pokir reasowes, wad the introduction of meehanization and automat ion,

praotIm ii ,erqulro of a person only a mall -part of his strengths threugtt thf:

eowrat 41"truc Vtwr- statloas this. work will be wcooplishad by' cy'berri~etie

iS and Arbe released creative power and mental eeruy of people will mainly

A o.isnce Adn art. It is afked, what part of hb5awity will be occupiled by vencr

andr be arts' Nor* we can resoirt to an analogy in the style of Herbert Spencer. If

-Va. .... w.a t state ortanism with an animal and the weight of that part of tre

aniL al tobody that perfoorm mental work, the head, with the weight of all the re-

ialnd* parts of the body that perform physical work, we will obtain an intefesting

resmalt. Let us start with an antediluvian animal, for instance; the dinosaur. This

animal had a small head and a gigantic body. We know that in the evolutionary

development of life on earth such an animal had no future. In the struggle for

-exlstene only an individual with a head weight of approximately r--10% of its bidy

welght had a future.

Thuss in the evolutionary development of human society, culture will continue
to grow &n ever grater means will be expended on it. Here we can ncet that nature

has given more generously to the development of man's mind as compared to his

physique than the most advanced states have yet given [to science].

In one of his articles Acecemician N. N. Semenov wrote that in the future, by

one or another means, half of huieanity will participate in creative scientific labojr.

Thus, one half of the population of a state will carry out national-economic fune-

tionsj the other half will work in Institutes, design bureaus, at experimental pl•fntr,

that Cannot be mechanized or automated, but where an individual approach to the

solution of each new problem is necessary. Professor Bernal describes the scientific

and creative activity of people in the fcture otherwise. He assumes that each

person will spend part of his time on mental creative work and the other part on

producti",e labor. I personally favor Semenov's acs-Lmption inasmuch as people who

are inclined toward creative activity will devote all their time to it. This gives

people great satisfaction and makes creative la*or m.re productive.

..........--------



ASSIMIIATING (MASTERING) THE ACHIEVEMENTS
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGYN1

It Ia well known that the basic index of progress in the national economy Il

'hti productivity of labor and this is increased mainly by assimilating the new

achievements of technology and science.

When the growth of labor productivity is retarded, we must look for the cause

of this in deficiencies of industry in assimilating the achievements of science and

technology.

From our official statistical data one may see that in the past we have attnined

i1% growth/yr in labor productivity, then it declined and in recent years it fell to

4-5%.

This shows that now the process of assimilating the achievements of science

and technology does not satisfy the demands of our industry.

I want to consider the causes that inhibit our assimilating the achievements of

science and technology. It is known that the assimilation of the achievements of

science and technology by our industry always passes slowly and with difficulty.

One may see this from the word that we usually use, "implementation." We speak of

the "implementation" of a new technology and the implementation of the achievements

of science. In Russian the word "implementation" signifies that an advance forward

occurs against the resistance of the environment. We have become so accustomea to

any new achievement of science or technology encountering resistance during its

assimilation, that we have long applied the word "implementation" without noticing

1Prom an address to the general meeting of the USSR Academy of Sciences of I3
December 1965.
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that through this word we characterized the abnormal conditions of assimitntira-
new technology. When we begin to use the word "assimilation" of a new technoluoy,

we can consider that we have attained normal conditions for its development.

My many years of experience in this region shows that six conditions must be

realized for successful assimilation of the achievements of science and new tech-

nology by industry.

I will enumerate them and we shall see what is necessary for them to exist in

our country.

Mastering a new technology signifies that industry should learn to do wh.t It

did not do before. Consequently, mastering a new technology must be considered i.

a learning process and it must be conducted with the pedagogic methods we usually

apply in studying anything new.

When we instruct students or pupils, this main condition is necessary: the

person must want to learn. It is well known that if this desire is lacking, one

cannot successfully drive knowledge into a person. Is our industry always ready

to learn something new? Have we always created conditions in which industry feels

that it is profitable to learn a new technology?

Obviously, for this desire to appear we must create favorable moral and material

conditions. We must create conditions in which our industry and our plants would

be interested to learn something new. They have to feel that this is profitable,

useful, and honorable. This is condition No. i.

Codition No. 2 is that when you teach a person something new, he must always

have appropriate preparation. It is impossible to teach higher mathematics if the

pupil does not know algebra and trigonometry. Therefore, when a student is taught

something new, he should be sufficiently prepared. During assimilation of new

Lechnology we have frequently not considered this. I know a number of cases when

the powers ordered a plan to produce new equipment and the plant was absolutely not

prepared for this; in spite of all efforts they could not successfully fulfill their

assignment. For instance, one good plant was assigned to manufacture special metal-

lic vacuum Dewars. Although the plant had no experience in vacuum technology. With

difficulty the plant managed this assignment, released many poor-quality Dewars Rnd

the process of mastering took several years. A factory that was prepared for this

assignment could have fulfilled it faster and easier.

Thus, the second condition is sufficient preparation of the pupil.

-6-



if
'm th'r•i condition is also well r~no from pedagogy: the student thOu1l M#t

bl, o.vcrlto',,Ai with 2.tudie'. Every planst and every branCh of Ind'uztry can mastc, -

l oinitu :aount of new material in a year if they have sufficient p.,anreotlon n70

=-at tý iearn. L-ut it frequently kLppens that as aoon ar a pl!nt .Jo m am =

it:urt.; to Ynr:ater f.ything well, it Is excessively overloaded. We must reitember thot

:;r!uzt" :, perme• have a limlted ability to xaister n-w kiucledge.

"The t'ourth condition is when you teach soomeore something sufficiently avor-t-le

. cvr.dicisns nave to be created. It is impractical to Instruct a person or

r, plart only at the expense 31' their internal material resources. There mist oiwys

be a ,ood material base for the problem at hand. More simply, it ic necessary t-

3Ive suf':ficient means to those who study something new.

The necessity of these four conditions is easy to grasp and they are comparn-

tively zimply realizable.

iiThe Cifth condition i.s less evident and much more difficult to rcallie: It

cconi:sts of the following. From pedago&ic practice it is well Known that to instrict

someone It ins always necessary to develop a clear instructional program. Analog-

ously, to teach industry something new, for fast and successful mastering It Is

necessary to have well worked program Indicating the most successful way to go.

Ekit, as a rule, we pay little attention to this, frequently assimilation is allowed

to go its own way and we even do not consider that we need some kind of program.

in composing such programs two conditions mist be fulfilled. First, the pro-

graim should consider the industrial possibilities of the plant and, second, it must

consider the specific character of what is to be familiarized. Usually the factory

lacks a person who could i ediately do both. Therefore, when a scientist or

inventor or even a scientific institute is assigned a program to compose, the

.peclfic character of production is -'ot considered. When the plant Itself composes

the program, the special requirements of the new teehnoloey are not considered. In

both cases an inferior program is obtained.

How do we get out of this position? Life shows us that there Is a type of widely

educated engineer who can embrace both sides of this program. There nre now few

such engineers and we should value them highly. We need thezp highly skilltd

engineers the same way we need engineer-designers; therefore they m_-2t be tra.ned

-7-
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and giver, the possibility of actively working on prcductton az Ix-ovators of' ujew

technology, Ministries and central boards should have a bureau with such speciD-

lists. The task of these bureaus will be the compositton of programs for mastering

new technology and putting it into practice. We mrut assume; as n general rule,

that when zzoethIng new is put into production there should always be a well deve-

loped program. But this Wortant condition of mastering a new technology we have

aliott-d very little attention.

Finally, the eixth ccndition concerns the teacher. If there a pupil, there

must bc a teacher. It is well knc.n that for successful instruction there have to

ge good friendly relations between the teacher and the pupil. Furthermore, the

creator of a new technology, who transmits his work to industry, no matter what he

is, scientist, Inventor or the collective of a scientific institute, a design

bure•a, shumld be a, Interested in its successful mastering as the plant-expeditor.

Are our acientists, our inventors and engineers as interested in industry assimila-

tLgn their achievements as the people conne:ted with enterprises and industry?

TLet us consider orly the case when the teacher is a scientist.

As is known, according to our laws a scienttst working in industry on implemen-

tation does not receive material reward for this. We accept it that a scientist

works with industry as a normal part of his social responsibility. This is abso-

lutely different from the position in capitalist countries. When I lived in Engliond

and became a doctor, as scientist I entered a professional union of scientists and

wns obliged to sign sn agreement according to which I did not have the right to

freely consult with industry, even if this was not gratuitously, ý ut below the rate

set for OW scientist rank. In capitalist countries this is done so that members of

trade unions cannot compete with each other by price. Natura]ly, we have absolutely

other conditions and such a measure cannot occur here.

I do not want to insist that material reward has decisive value here, but

undoubtedly the incentives for scientists to work with industry must always be

favorable. It is necessary that a scientist is interested in his work; we must

create a situation in which his work would have wide acknowledgement of society and

coope'ition with industry should be considered a useful state activity. Unfortunately

aow, when we must deal with & ministry, this rarely seemq an "amiable" relatIon.

All this o•ertainly does not promote the development cf' good relationships t-tween
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iýzrfqiwjntly we consider that it is sufficient to obtain an order prescribing

the azzinilation of such and such, and then we connider the process nf "implementa-

li•n" ilrerdy -.nsured. But, from the given analysis it follows that the process or

i .ur�•• •a new technoology cannot be considered simply as an administrative action;r

this procss should be approached as a "pedagogle poem.* Themrefore, dririn-

-orgminlzation of the mastering by industry of a new technology it is necessary to

approach each problem indivlduallyv w~thQuta pattern,--taking It$o ccount-the-

clhracter of the people and the character of the external conditions in each parti-

cular case. Of course, here the order basically determine~s the financial -and

personnel sides, but successfully mastering of new technology is based on good
relationships between the pupils and the teacher and their coumzon interest in success,

in the fulfillment of a well developed program and this unfortunately is not always

the case.

Now I want to touch another, not less important, question: does our science

give sufficiently to mastering by the national economy and is the labor productivity

of scientists sufficiently high? We must turn serious attention to tiese questions.

To understand I think it is best to compare certain data on our scientific activity

with that in American.

It is interesting to note that now in the United States they are seriously 4.

studying question. of the development of science in that country, and its connection

with industry and they publish mach statistical material on this subject.

I will give certain figures of interest to us. This year the United States of

Anerica will expend on all scientific work 21 billion dollars, of which two thirds

comes from the federal budget and one third from foundations and industry. From

this sum 11%, or 2.5 billion dollars goes to academic science. From this it follcws

that the basic sum of the expenditures goes on ýiwence that directly serves the

mastering by industry or as we say, goes to scientific work of applied subjects.

Further, Americans affirm that at the attained high cultural level and in the

presence of free capital their industry does not have enough available reserve of

science to satisfy the demand of industry in mastering new technology. In the

Unitea States industry mainly needs the development of absolutely new technical

'See, f'or instance, Scientific American, July 1965, p. 19.
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directions such as television and movies once were and cybernetic machines rind cyr-

thetic fibers now are. The birt'" uf ne. regions of technology not only turns iut

to be the most profitable f, •. r•l investment, but it also has social value

inasach as it absorbs unemployment and raises the living standards.

Amerua oonbtder that the insufficient scale of development of their ncienev-

i is ý1 .yLU_ a eosequence of a 4ericiency of highly skilled scientists and engine•rs.

_ Tboy as t tscientific work could obtain even wre oney, but they now do

not bWvienough very talented people, the leadership of which mainly determines the

4...... t o-c.ent;'i' woPr in the necesarylirection. Tter-ftre, in r•c t

years tey have beg•n to import scientists in large quantity, mainly from En]g4nnd

and4 iW*tar Germany. In the last 10 years they have imported 53,000 scientists,

iaanyy~a ones, 30,000 with engineering education, IL),000 'j.,icists and 9,000

SciftdAli of other specilties. -This means r00C ax moro people ; -r ye-r.

It we consider that mne higher educational instituation gracu , on the

average, 50 people a year, this means that in Europe during the last 10 years at

least W higher edueational institutions gratuitously prepared scientists for

Amrica. Inafmmch as Americans took the best people, this means they took the cream

of siproiimately 50 higher educational institutions. This agrivated Englishmen very

Mach. The Boyal Society created a special commission to clarify cause of such

a great drain of scientific young people to the United States and to decide what

measures to take to cease this draining of the blood of English science.

This was explained in approximately the following manner: although the English

and Germans pay their leading scientists sufficient wages, Americans pay twice as

mich as the English and Germans. But it turns out that this is not the decisive

cause for the emigration of scientists. The commission explained that not just the

large pay attracts young scientists. The conditions of scientific work in America

also attract them.

Americana release funds for scientific wora somewhat differently from how this

is done in other countries. The basic funds for science are released not by scien-

tific establishments. Americans more readily grant money either for a definite

subject or to Indiyidual outstandL-g scientists whose work needs suppcrt, usual ly

leaving him the freedom of choosing the subject. Scientific establishments receive
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unly zovcr.'tl pcrcents uif all the budgetary funds (apparently, not e-Y'•, - . I.
1 b.. the rndependcit master of his own material base Is certainly very attractive

I'or rt scientist. They feel that their work can be completely ensured while tir sll

I,-grat independence and freedom of action- are preserved. - - -

Now let us compare American statistlcal data with ouw own. - e Ianot AonL .-..

difflcult, but almost Lwpossible to make thiS comparis-n a as th•re Is ahn

t-.zwaitia1_ difference' be-tween the orgAzitzalotp A44 finwA-Mig or -0ciece. i n I~st

and socialist countries. The diffieult4 is increased even oare by the -fact tbat- _

wnfortunatelyr- -estill-do a poor job if-4llect1.z4 own tt

with quptions- of the organization of science. -

Let us first compare the number of scientific workers. Americons consider

that they now have, counting from thelower duties of engineers and teenictlaa.,

WO thousand persons occupied in scientific work. According to official statistical

data, considering all scientists includ1 unmor scientists, wekhave about 700

thousand. From these data one may see that we differ little from each other -in

number of scientists within the limits of the authenticity of the statistical data.

This conclusion is also confirmed by data taken from a French source. They consider

that for every :0 thousand persons in the population, America has highly qualified

23 scientists, the Soviet Union, 18.5 scientists of the same qualification, Englands

only 9.7 scientists, and the remaining countries have considerably less. Since our

population is higher than that of America, these data show that the total number of

highly skilled scientists for both us and the United States is identical, about

400 thousand.

To determine the labor productivity of scientists we must estimate their

scientific production. Of course, this is difficult to do exactly. Americans try

to do this in this way. They calculate the number of scientific articles in the

leadLig regions of natural and technical Sciences putlished by scientists in all

languages in different countries in the main scientific journals. Judging by these

American data, we find that Americans now produce 1/3 of world science, We priduce

1/6 of world science, i.e., half of what they produce. All other cotnitries produce

less than we do. Thus, in scientific production we are the ecovnd country in the

world. But, if we take the given figures we find that with approximately the same

number of scientists we produce half of the scientific work that Americans produce.
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Therefore, however discouragingthis Is, we should recognize that the Inbor pro.,tuet i-

vity of our scientists is nrprnxyately half that of acwluitles in the UntteoI Stites.

tdoreover, we shall see from further data, in recent years the growth rate or our

science has dropped somewhat. Therefore, it is time to ask: How can we create the

conditions to develop our science in order to lift the labor productivity of our

scientists?

The labor productivity in science is determined, first, by the amount of

material possibilities open to the scientist and, second, by the amount of traltnin.

and selection in the departments at scientific institutions.

Let us first consider that American budgetary expenditures on scienee are
inc•4asing rapidly. In the last 20 years these expenditures have grown an. average

of 14% a year, and this year the growth is greater, 20%; just from the federal budrget

the expenditures this year are 14 billion dollars.

A Pravda editorial on 17 December 1965 gave our budgetary expenditures on

science. In the previous year they were 6.5 billion rubles. As compared to past

yearp their growth was 9.9%.

Thus, with an equal number of scientific workers we allot a considerably smAller

material base to science and this certainly strongly affects the labor productivity.

Because we cannot now strengthen the material base, we can only approximately half

the number of new students, which will certainly improve their quality, and we must

sift out the people who cannot completely justify their work against the advantages

the position of scientist gives them.

Unfortunately, one cannot see other possibilities so that in the near future

a whole series of insufficiently effective scientific workers aan be transferred

to industry where they can bring large benefit to the country. Of course, such a

serious measure cannot be taken inmediately. But this should be the tendency or

development of our scientific establishments. It would have been possible$ for

instance, every year to shift 15.20" of the cadre from scientific establishments to.

industry and to select T.5-10% of well prepared young people to improve the quality

of the cadre and not to close the door of science to fresh forces. But one should

also note that even if we decided to go this way with the laws and rights which the

Academy of Sciences now gives to directors of institutes, this measure cannot be

taken.
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•it
We chould not fear to zay that in the lart c-yeral year- tha Lwechnoi'd •,-

betwfta vur country ;n,1 America not only did not diminish, but increased. we must

urgently look for a way to compensate for this lag, If in the next few years-we dok

hot increase the labor produetivity of' our ierntists we will not izqrove the

ca.ditions for -'4'ertrZ Ln Industry the achieqements of zuience and tecnolgy' *'nnl

the problem of overtaking Awerica certainly will not be solved. If we resolutely

and skillfully use the large advantages that our socialist order gives In- the -rn n-

Lzation of oýur science and Industry, then this lag in growth will be only_ m • --)ra , IF4:

hitch. I deeply believe this: if we do not- rear to say the truth about d~i-

clencies and errors and if we amicably look for ways of removing them, that we wi] l

soon recover our former record-breeking growth rate in scientific work.

We must continuously and gradually improve the organizational forms for +Ae

development of our science: improve the material base, raise the quality of t4Te

cadre and increase the labor productivity of the scientist. We, the scientists ol'

the USSR Academy of Sciences, mist devote great concern to all these questions.,

We are the leading scientific establishment in the co~mtry and therefore, more than

anyone else, we are responsible for the development of science and the mastering of'

its achievements.

14
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1 w-t to nate the non-norresponder-.- in the development of theoretical and

spot wotk and the absence of the necessary connection between theory and

_W c•owsep I win basieally consider physical and mathematical sciences. It

is not 4tMcult to see that our experiments.1 phtics lags our theoretical. Let us

take, Zar Inatomce, the works submitted for Lenin prizes in 1962: there were many

works an mathematics, on theoretiena physics, but there was not even one on experi-

mental Phyics. I an the editor of the Journal of Exprimental and Theoretical

PMyses apd T Jnow very well the majority of articles we receive pertain to theore-

tical pkysics. "e ratio is approximately t:i or 3:1. Our lag in experimental

phliscs can also be seen by comaring our physics with foreign physics.

let us take nuclear phsics. It in well known that despite the technical equip-

i./,nt in this region we have fewer good experimiental results. Of the large number

Sniw• y discovered particles the lion's share belong, to foreign physicists.

A& for theoretical works, in both mathematics and theoretical and mathematical

physics we ore undoubtedly leading in many basic regions and we occupy our proper

p" ce In world scienes.

',h-a Is the opposite to what occurs in the United States, where experimental

scienves we dveloped at the expense of theoretical sclences.

this was ver wen known about 20 years ago, whe•. nuclear physics began to be

'From an address to a general meeting of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 6
February 1962.



4Vj4jio,.'•-d in the United Ztate, taiJ it was necessary to create an atmic wcv,-a:n. TI,

'Id"il thi.n ,.signment Americans had to *Wiort" many theoretical physicists rrom

E~urope.

It io well Known that when we solved the same problems in vacletir phys!-- o

theoreticians were fully prepared and sufficiently qualified to solve theEke probl-mse

rapidly and independently. During the last few years theoretieel phyrizs -. " irove- c -

in the United States ard the gap has decreased.

An Index of- ow-r !aT - 4 -xperImental -cienoes n -that young people graduating

from hirher educational inmtitutions rush to theoretical works.

This lag in experimental physics ir a very serious factor thAt will inhibit

the normal growth of our piysies more and more. The gap between theory and eml ur"

ment, theory and life, theory and practice, is a symptom of serious disturbances In

the normal development of science. That we now have a breaking away of theoretical

-cience from life and also insufficiently high quality of experimental works destroys

the harmonious development of our science and, it seems to me that this occurs not

only in physics, but also in a number of other regions in the natural sciences.

We should take the necessary measures to improvt aur experimental-physics.

For this we must first clarify the cause inhibiting the development of our experi-

mental science and disrupting the normal connection between theoretical science

and life. If we have the correct diagnosis of t A disease, the treatment will become

obvious.

From the history 4;f the development of physics It In well known that the

division of physicist. into theoreticians and experimenters happened quite recently. ¶

In former times, not only Newton and Maygens, but also such theoreticians as Maxwell

usually checked their own theoretical conclusions themselves. Now, however, only

in exceptional cases does a theoretician set up experiments to check his theories.

This has a simple cause. Experimental technology has become considerably complicated.

It requires great efforts during experiments. Usually this is not within the powers

of one person; therefore the work is performed by a whole collective of scientists.

In fact, such equipment as accelerators, liquefiers, the most complicated electronic

circuits, reactors, etc., require a large staff of scientists in order to conduct

an experiment. Therefore, a theoretical physicist cannot, in practive, check his

own theoretical conclusions, but must rely on the "favor" of exrertmnnters. hk must

wa-t :or them tc check his conclusions in practice,

1
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i
From this we have the non-correepondence between the quwitity of theoret ic- 1

x ... . andt iblity- of sobjeating thei to en experimental chaeck. In fact, o

thsoretician frequently-publishes several works in a year, let us say four, and

usual3y a year or more is required to make the experimental check, and even a g.roup

of-j - Wl perraos, let us say five persons, mast work on this- it is then •Aviuýu

for 49h theorsetician ther should be from 20 to 30 experimenters. This, of course,

is a populeizad conception, but in general it gives an idea about the ratio thert-

tnU~aaf/eJWkl1AtM bMcessAky for Science to develop.

MW i- t-he nmuwhG of theoretic = r' ua-experlmenters- 1r -approximately equal. As ---

r4*#U-V& rind ttt wost theoretical conclusions are not checked in practice.

Tho'iii etans forget that their work takes on value after it is connected witr lire.

TiWO botiJs to foed on itself aud in the best case its value is determined from

Wsthaical aid aeSthetic conuiderations.

For the haramicous development of sciencs theory imust not be detached from

experience, and this can occur only when theory rests on a sufficiently large exper-

ifahtal base. Why do we lack this base? Why do we have so few people in experimen-

tal work and why is it badly organized? The answer to this question is simple: in

ouz*r cmditions the work of an experimenter is mAch harder and it "pays" less. This

is not only because an experimenter loess a year or more when his work is a failure,

while a theoretician loses two or three months. The work of an experimenter requireu

mb greater effort, he wast not only understand theory, but he should have a num-

ber of practical skiMll in working with instruments, there must be cooperative

collective, frequently an experiment requires continuous work, day and night; all

this ManW that the acknowledgement of an experimenter as a scientist who has

attalie scientific rank occurs considerably later than for a theoretical physicist.

In order to present a dissertation on work done by a collective he must separate

that part which is his independrent contribution this has to be confirmed by the

leader of the work. It is simle to see that this craittion basically contradicts

the healthy spirit of collective work, when people contimsously exchange their

experienco and ideas, help each other and replace one another. Singling out "per-

sonal proprrty to defend (present] a dissertation is an unnatural and inhibiting

factor In tk- development or collective work.
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All thit repulsen mnany people from experimental work..I

The lervier of a collective experimental group Is qlso be:et with difficult

conditionz. He carries the responsibility for the work, but In,"amch as he himself

i'requently does not pmrticipate in it, it is usually considered that kis nnaic sbld

w-,It De on the author's certificate [psttent•! til*-!! they grow up, young people

ccrta-in-ly underestimate the role of the leader, even though he selects the coLgctive,

distributes the work a- its members, rand sifts good Ideas fr•a bad. The t45-16

tf the leader is certainly exceptionally great. In contemporary conditicnAs the

-niader -orcientifie work is like a director; although does not hismaelf appear Un

a scene, he creates the performance.

Contemporary theater and motion pictures recognize the decisive value of the

director in the creation of a performance or film. But while the rzle of the leadeor

is usually decisive in contemporary collective scientific work, we are far from

widely recognizing this; therefoi'e, we have not created the conditions necessary for,

the successful work of the leader and his work is not properly organized. Therefore,

it Is now very difficult to attract able scientists to fill the leading posts in

laboratories, to be directors of institutes. These Positions are frequently filled

* •by workers with administrative skills, without creative scientific qualifications,

and as a result of this collectives begin to work poorly and this, as already men-

tioned, lowers the quality of scientific experimental work.

In such big regions of experimental contemporary physics as space researcb,

plasma and nuclear physics, and accelerator development, experimetal collectives

become large end the role of the leader is decisive, and only his correct selection

can ensure success of the work.

When a theoretician does his work, his tools are pencil and paper, but this is

not necessary. Tis, when Daler went blind, he conducted his fundamental mathema-

tical works in his mind.

But an experimenter needs a good material base: a location with all possible

special equipment, a great assortment of instrumients, special orders, special mater-

ials, a workshop, a trained staff of laboratory technicians, etc. The rate and

success of the work are affected by the state of this material base. Ten years

ago our material base was less than that of foreign countries; now it has improved

considerably, but it has not attained the necessary level and it continues to Inhibit

ti.c c.,o c.f ex:-erirentnl wcrk and makes it less attractive f,-r the sc~ext z•.
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From this one can understand why our young people aspire to the';reticnl soi'.'n-

ti~fc work, why we have such a non-crr espundence between theory and experiment,

and• wy our theory is detached from life. If we agree with the diignocis IT hnvf

given, tb necessary measures to trat this disease can be found slis)ly. We sat

s -- * eenort"elter and the Usder of experimental w•rks in !rich t-ndltlans ti. ýt

tbdtp...t. at least as attractive as the work of a theoretician. We must Ydjusut

o:u• •_ zVtional stem of #elentif t work for collective wo.rk and encurare th

cha rir of the i-ork. Swuh encouraging measures can be based on the nt.7r!z b-:J

An an exaple ie can point to the organization of prizes for expertmentil w•-rk,

faciUtated methods of obtaining of degrees for a number of workers on thu baslo or

the as* collective dissertation, etc.

On work of leading natural scientists in introducing great contributions in

the development of contemporary natural science constantly occurred with theory i•d

experlent in close contact. Therefore, for the development of natural scienccs IT

is ua•ally fully sufficient that theory and practice were tightly coordinated Und

did not contradict each other. The harmonious development of theory and practice

is absoliAtely neoesaary in all those regions of natural science where man can

experimentally check a theory, put the achievements of science into practice and

into life& and affect the cultural growth of the country.

A+s for the actual meclanilsm of the connection of theory and practice I would

like to recall the beautiful Comparison used by Kelvin. He compared theory with

millstones and experimental data with the grain to be ground in these millstones.

It is absolutely clear that, no matter how mach it ground, a millstone could d:,

nothing useful by itself (theory works on itself). But the quality of the flour is

determined by the quality of grain and rotten grain cannot give nutritious flour.

Therefore high-quality experiments are a necessary condition for both the construe-

tior of advanced theory and the production of practical results.

High-quality experiments are a necessary condition for the healthy development

of our science.
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THE UNTITY OF SCIENCE A.'D TECHNOLOGY'

Mhe life of a socialist state io constructed and developed on a scientific

bazis. Theref'ore, from first days of its existence Soviet power gave c'7)nsiderableI

nitt,:imtiovn and care to znience. As a result we now have science that solves the rros f

advanced and diff'icult problems. We have also industry which makes the finest aril

most complic~ated mechanisms. But the connection of our science and technology Is

nt'1l] weak and this hinders our complete use of the whole rich reserve of creativ-

forces of our country.

Only with a living and healthy unity of science and technology oan they help

each other: science opetis new possibilities for technology and technology grasps

them boldly, without compulsion. As technology expands science, on itp part, Is riot

only enriched by new technical possibilities, but its subjects are expanded and it

becomes more purposeful.

Nowhere is there such Boil for the widest application of science as In the

USSR. Therefore we can explain the still weak unity of science and technology

only because the most effective organizational forms of this connection have not

been found. It is undoubtedly true that at the existing level of our science qnd

techincogoy, considering our present deficiencies, we could have attained

considerably greater creative technical conquests. I do not think that this delay

Is explain~ed only by the evident anid gradually disappearing deficiencies as kruun

* the~ otstruction of creative cadres, bureaucracy, disorder of supply, e~tc. It

a
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S 1 e= to te b•at w.e hawve allotted very little attention to the more importunt

organizational deficiencies.

Unique strategy and tactics are necessary to master nature. Here, as in

btttlv, the kp(st importaat thing Is proper distriouri( --I of forcet .: the fCrOnt

and ciem- a3signmmett of warriors.

It is necesear:" to inspire the scientific araV by asslgnin: problems and

giving it a sense of the value of victories on given sections. We must even more

skillfully fors the combat units and give tzhp. reaponaibe comandra. -L"f --= - -

- shown that any irfluences on creative workers of science and technol(gjy are real

- only with the support of healthy public opinlioa. This is created at scientific

meetings by the press. We still use t;is most important organizatizinal possibility

insuf fic lent Ly.

As an example let us take the general meetings of the Academy of Sciences.

They are well visited. At them one hears interesting reports with delight, but rcI-:

ffraquently some professor lectures on augmentation of education, and not scientific

discussions. There are almost no debates, there is no tradition to give public

appraisal to separate scientific or technical problems and the works conneuted

with them. There is not even a tendency to debate. And after all, debate do riot

appear by itself, it must be cultivated. For this we must preliminarily select

the sharpest and most important questions, we must simultaneously select and

Sprepare the opponents. The presiding officer should direc. the debate, formulate

controversial theses, and not allow the discussion to deviate from the basic

questions. If a scientific report does not cause debate by its character, e.g.,

simply a report about a scientific discovery, in any case the meeting should hear

the opinions of leading specialists so that a proper public appraisal will occur.

* Witnout debate and discussion public reports make no sense, it is simpler and

* cheaper to publisli them.

I frequently feel as if we in scientific medium even fear detate and deflilt

appraisals. Can this be because we still go with false pride founued on an

Ircorrect presentation, as if a ,goid scientst cannot err, since an "error"

would discredit him. We seem to forget that "only he who does nothine does not

err." After all, any scientific truth tooay can be augmented or modified tomorrcw,

since we are in a state of continuIous approach to knowledge of the true rvature

Qf thitgs. Cnly by surmou, ting error with error, by ur.covering ccntradiztions do
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w-;. 'Ait-,1, , 1 or sol0 tio01 to -, problem. Errors are not pseudo-science. Ps,.udo-

7)- I:-. a;r,' coguilzud errors. This is why error inhibits healthy scientific

J. v. I op', tit..

;,'&.uild ulso note that our press frequently avoids discussion of the

,',t~rov•-r1'il questions of science and technology.

'rh, abbs.nc(, of a healthy public opinion on a number of question not only

inivulv,.n. the possibility of the development of harmful and useless scientific work,

tt It "tso hinders the concentration of the best forces around the central problm.

Absence of" discussions absoiutely does not correspond to our general

:Pitlupi. All our scientific and technical achievements are the property of tit,

wh•.L counrtry, and the people want not only to understand them but also evaluate
/

at,-m. And a just public appraisal inspires the workers and helps to create the//

tirthusiasm that is so necessary in creative work. Every significant scientific

-tri- t.t-chnical question has public value and, therefore, should be discussed and

t judgmt.rit about it should be made.

Thu organization of the army of creative workers in our industry, it seems

nto m,, lz :tlll less well developed than in the region science. While our

nClezitlsts, nevertheless, are united in a certain collective, the creative workers

of technology are so atomized in our huge industry that when a problem is assigned,

they first have to be rounded up and that turns out to be very difficult. _

I will now speak, not about those smaller battles that lead to a series of

technical improvements, e.g,, the selection of more suitable materials, the

rationalization of processes, a reduction in manpower expenditures, increasing the

quality of production, etc. Although such technological growth is frequently

conducted by "partisan" means by enthusiast-loners, it has large value and generally

goes pretty well here. The most remarkable thing with us, of course, is that we

have the widest circles of technical workers, starting with workers and finishing/

with engineers. But I have in mind more significant battles conducted by large

units, the results of which must give our country still unexperienced possibilitic-.

In such big battles, even w'.th great expenditure of means and labor, during

mobilization of the best creative collective of scientists and engineers working

persistently with enthusiasm we cannot guarantee victory over nature. But if the

b~ttkti is won, this signifies a new stage in industrial development. Achievements

cf :,.'i "unorder wlj1 help us to overcome all. There is no doubt that the
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aocialist order should be the best organizer of such big victories 'iz techr.Wovoy.

- --... .tdeTno- cOxtuItion- of -d-pitalim can - eans-s and- people be so widely mobilized for

tg.iae ttiq excegtioal possibility we must learn to rapidly mobilize the

bestrtaiveworersIn U th ledirg rgios o technology and to voordinate

tt~kzer *orl *- vi oth scienitists.

~iemost- 61nfiat fron aW ob44vrvation am organizational dericiency is Ith-at

we n.ijA-tjvte proper value to questions connected with the implementation of thc:

new Coguet* of4 cwl-~-ik lifti-usua1l not counting these works to be creattivE.

B ranr;h•jeaiazch institutes and plant laboratories have created the conditions for

S creative Viork. But the last graln, the introduction of new ideas, is usually

j cazfle out by' workers in the ranks , toget~her with their current Industrial
assiglmts. But just as a good citizen in not born, and educated takes a long

time, so a new Idea at the basis of machines or processes is produced only as the-y

grow in life. The successful "trainingt of new ideas should be entrusted not to

an ordinary engineer, master or workor, Lut to well selected, highly skilled

creative collective.

I ra into a lack of such a cadre of creative technical workers when I had

to put into the line an installation for the production of liquid air and oxyger.

we had developed, These installations operated on new principles of liqueficatioc

* and sepration and these were mastered only in the laboratory. Industry had the

problem-of maki•r this installation an easily used and reliable machine.

The biggest difficulties we encountered in organizing the base for

implementation and in the selection of the cadre of engineers, technicians,

designers, maeters, etc., capable of creative mastering of such machines. There

are certainly enough such people in industry, but few people know of them, They

are scattered, they are not tabulated, and they carry out the most diverse

assignments. One must grope for them, and when one find them, they are difficult

to get. Because there is not even an understanding of the Importance of conquerin,

new possibilities in technology our executives frequently oppose attracting of

best people and creating special conditions for the implementation of test

projects.

The value of a healthy base for the introduction of new achievements of

technoloy is shown by the example of one foreign firm that organized an experinmntel
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!r!',jt with ti..- baslc problem developing new types or machines. This plant ise

,1.O1,.tA1t..,tLoI, ou" known professors, e.g., Stodoly and others, this plint.'repareid

.r. rood v' totrical machines and turbines. But after the surrounding countries

1 -.I. t[,rl':r barrier the firm was forced to construct independent VIM tin a

,uambt,,r of' ,ointries, Canada, Germany, France, and others. The technical :1

,2tv, lopm,,-rit ul' n,.w machines was concentrated in Baden where the best cadres of tht-

i'lemr• wt r' t'thf rea. Thus, probably one of the most advanced experimental plants

"'!i,• *,red li Paden.

r'f (ours(,, the cause of its construction do not interest us, but it is

lrtatructivw for us that successes a plant can attain whose goal is basically only

to c.reate and to master new types of machines. That this plant is actually a

t•ading one is indicated by the fact that the first economically working gas

turbine was successfully developed there.

From this example, it seems to me, we can see the force that appears if the
best scientific and technical creative powers are concentrated in one place and

set to work on the solution definite problems.

Therefore, I think it is time to ask the question about the unification in

.very region of our industry of well prepared collectives of all types of creative

wcrkers. Depending upon the scale of production it is necessary that this

organization include separate workshops, and in a large region, even independent

pLants, with specially selected cadres. In this way we will create considerably

Improved conditions for introduction in our industry of absolutely new directions

In technology. With solicitous and flexible leadership by such collectives, they

undoubtedly will open the door to technology wide for all our science and this will

lead to the implementation of the boldest and most advanced ideas. Then It will

be much easier to connect the scientific and technical collectives of creative,,

workers. And this will be a large step forward to reduce the present wide boundary

between theory and life. After all, this boundary exists mainly because of

temporary organizational deficiencies. In fact, as we have become even more

convinced, it becomes more difficult to say where science ends and its diret

connection with life begins.
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THE EFFICIENCY OF SCIENTIFIC WORK'

I wmt to ask this question: jdth what efficiency do our scientists and

inatitutes work? Should we not direct our main efforts not to academic growth, but

to Wroving the working conditions of existing institutes and their collescuez in

ord r to raise their produýtivity? Perhaps we can gain more this way with the samx-

materi~l expenditures. How many times we can increase the labor productivity of

our scientists? Of course, here we cannot give an exact answer, but I think that

we still have very large possibilitles here.

There are three ai methods of affecting the work of scientists to raise

its efficiency. For brevity, let us call them aora•, finarncial, and cadre.

* Undoubtedly, the most important of them is the first. Selection of the correct

direction of scientific work and Its good fulfillment considerably determine how

scientists relate to it. If a scientist Justifiably does not agree with one or

another of his colleagues on the selection of the direction of his work, he cainot

fulfill his scientific responsibilities on the whole. We have to allot more

attention to cultivating and supporting scientific responsibility In the academV'.

This is one of the most effective methods not only to raise the level of scientific

work, but also to concentrate our forces on its main and more promising

directions. This is essentially the present method of planning scientific work.

One of ways of public influence is discussion of problems and separate subjc-"ts

at scientific meetings. We must Immediately recognize that here we still work

'Frou an address at the session of the Presidium oi' the USSR Ac~idezy of
Sciences, 4 December 1964.
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sciunt~nts 14 very we-ak. Our discussions and scientific arguments °have withered.
I have- said 7many t1Tj*9 that we need a club for s•cientists wliere we could l-- ••

.atrhr z", inn an ux 'nutruind atmosphere, talk about vital questions. The most

iiterestir*; conversations on the vital questions of science when I worked in

Li~gl~ud occurred at dinners in colleges. There we discussed questions ivdliately

--•rippi& mwiy regions of sclen.-e and this was the best method of e arId•t•rg

horizons awid grasping the contemporary meaning of one or another sclentific
direction.)

It is necessary to develop public life in the academy. In the epoch of the

personality cult this was difficult. But now this is again possible! For some

reason we are still behind in scientific public life, although this is definitely

jot peculiar to our character.

An important factor of morale influence is our participation in foreign

scientific conferences and other similar encounters. We still take very little

part in them. Our delegations are four or five times smaller than the delegation

of the United States and other countries, and frequently the delegates are

selected by bureaucratic methods without strict observance of the criterion of

scientific qualification and interest. We must improve this matter and not spare

the means.

One more method of morale influence on scientists which we insufficiently

consider is our Journals. A journal should cc-.•act appraisal-elimination work.

When an article arrives it must be subjected to a qualified appraisal and the

criticism should be sent to the author; in other words, the editorial board of

scientific Journal should work with the author. We do this at the "Journal of

Experimental and Theoreticel Physics," although this means more work and sometimes

it is difficult, but I consider that this work carries great benefit for the

direction of scientific work.

Now about the "cadre" irnluence on the development of science. When we in the

academy conclude that we are lagging in some scientific region, we immediately

ask about material support for some laboratory or even about construction of

institutes, etc. But we should remember that we cannot support all regions at an

equally high level; therefore, it is m'ch more correct to concentrate our efforts
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on regions wnere we are struug and wherc good selenlulfic tradions have been, Vori, id.

We should mainly develop those directions in science where we have big, bobi atnd

talented scientists. It is well known that no matter how much one aids an

untalented person, he will accomplish nothing great and leading in science.

Therefore, in develtVing one or another region our first duty is to start witti t..

creative forees of the man working in this region. After all our scien~ce to a

creative matter, just as art, or music is. Having created in a conservatory .

section to write anthems or cantatas, we cannot expect to get them: if this

section does not have a good composer, of Handel's class, nothing will be obtained.

You will not train a lame person to run no matter how much money you spend. The

sae is true in science, the leadership of the Academy should find, attract mid

support'the most talented people and this should occupy us even more than subjects.

The director should play the leading role In selecting the cadre of his

institute and he himself should be a leading scientist. But he should use his

great rights in this matter. In general, directors are now shackled hand ard root.

in both cadre and financial questions. As I have indicated, finances are the third

method of influencing the development of science. We have money for investigationul.

the state does not grudge it; we can get funds easier than, for example, American

scientists. But you remember the children's games: "A lady sent one hundred rubics.

Buy what you want," and then the addition, "Do not buy black or white, and do not

say yes or no," etc. Thus, it turns out to be impossible to spend one hundred

rubles without devices. A directer finds himself In that same position: he Is

given money but strongly limited in deciding how to spend it.

It is also known that the director is strongly limited in selecting the

cadre; he cannot, by himself, dismiss anyone or, conversely, encourage anyone.

The constraint of the director and his limited role in this important question ii

one of the causes of the low efficiency of our institutes.

Without facilitating and simplifying the work of the director of an Institute

as a scientist who is directing scientific work, as before it will be difficult

to attract known scientists to this work. Now a number of outstanding scientific

colleagues of existing institutes (for instance, our Institute of Physical

Problems) are fully capable of heading independent scientific collectives, but

they do not want to undertake this. If the work of a director was facilitated and

simplified this certainly would promote a faster advance of able scientific youne
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r'ople to mannrn.ment duties. Incidentally, we must note that the levs.l of our

.'l'ntilu'it yourc piople is higher than, let us say, In the United Stntes, where

mizy creative talented people go not to scientific establishments, btit are

attracted to industry, where the pay Is considerably higher. This does not occur

with us, but we do not use this advantage enough.

And last, I want to note the construction of new institutes outside the
Limits of Moscow. I consider this to be correct. From my experience I know that

working about 50 kilometers from a large city is calmer and more productive. But

to carry this out we must ensure good conditions, better than those in Moscow

now, for both scientific creative work and everyday life. We do not have the

latter yet. This is now the main inhibiting factor in the development of such

Institutea. Therefore, scientists leave Moscow very unwillingly. And here

compulsion it cannot produce success.

In creating Institutes outside large cities we cannot spare means on the

Living conditions, even if they exceed the expenditures on the institute itself.
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QUESTIONS ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION OP SCIMTIFC WORK'

U the development of new organizational forms of scientific and technical

invoetigations and the Implementation of their results one should consider the

experience obtained in solving a number of big technical problems that appeared In

cocnaction with the storaW growth of science and technology in recent years. I

feel thIA experience shows us that we can solve big technical problems most

effectively by scientific methods succeeds when scientific research works are

organized by a method other the one now considered normal. Because little- haz beeni

said about these new organizational forms, and that not clearly, I shall consider

them in somewhat greater detail.

First, In chronologic order I will briefly indicate the basic stages alonC

which scientific work developed in the state scale.

The value of the influence of science on technology and the national ,co1non,

was comprehended long ago. At first scientific searches were conducted in

laboratories at universities or at similar higher educational institutions.

Toward the end of last century scientific work had developed to such a scale that

independent laboratories and research institutes had been established. We

jiA1oul note that in these Institutes and laboratories scientific work was organiz,.d

over definite regions of knowledge: physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy, etc.

Then it become necessary to create scientific institutes of a more specialized

character, e.g., ILr.stitutes of acoustics, crystallography, optics, etc., began

to be sep&rated from p.:'sics institutes physico chemical and organic chemistry

"•From an article in Pravda 4 May 1957.
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'T1 , .'u.lty I1 crt-tLLri ± calos-r contact betwe-•n sci-nee and prectL,-t

st ri# d in the b, ginnine of this century, especially after the First World *ar.

Then, In industry bit, metallurgical, electronics 'and other plants began to

oryyrilz, tht-ir own plant laboratories, which solved current problesm connected with

putting scientific and technical achievemente into production. The necessity of

i'urth• r trowth of thesu plant laboratories brought to big independent scientific

InstitutEs working in definite region of technology growing out of t.nem. - Abroad

th, y ,are at big industrial complexes and we usually have them at ministries. We

--oil them branch institutes.

]n scientific establishments and branch institutes in any developed country

ttitre are collectives of several thousand people, the most gifted and capable.

iJýg sums are expended on the needs of these establishments. The number and size

of such Institutes increase continuously. One characteristic of scientific and

branch institutes is the organization of their scientific work by areas of

knowledge and until recently such an organization satisfied the demands of life-.

But in recent decades it has become more and more necessity to solve big

scientific and technical problems embracing a number of regions of knowledge. Take,

ror instance, the construction of atomic-powered aircraft. For this one needs

physicists, atomic scientists, thermotechnicians, aerodynamicists, designers,

metallurgists, and others.

We call such problems complex. But if we analyze the problems now before

science we will find that, with few exceptions, all these problems must be

considered complex in onr or another measure. It is obvious that the solution of

complex prciblem is not within the powers of one specialized institute. Usually

we solved it in the following way. There is always one most interested side. it

takes the Initiative of leadership and organizing the work. The work is

distributed in the form of separate assignments to different institutes, designing

bureaus and similar establishments.

With the support of central directive organs this organizational system turns

out to be possible in this country. But it is easy to see that this system is

not only bulky, but it also has serious defects. Its basic deficiency is the lack

of coordination of the workers, the lack of constant personal contact between them.

Under such condition there is not sufficient enthusiasm and purposefulness, which
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so are necessary for intense creative work.

Life suggests how we should look for a way out of this difficulty. Several

examples show that in all cases in solving a complex scientific and technical

problem we can create a mingle and independent organization consisting of scientists

and engineers of various specialties, but pursuing one general target, solving the

assigned scientific and technical problem and putting the results into practice,

such an organization has worked successfully. As an exp.mple we can name the

organization created to solve the problem of intensification of metallurgical arid

other processes by oxygen. True, here life itself presented a problem of sucti a

big scale that it had to be solved by special independent organizations. But,

essentially, nothing hinders us from spreading this method of organization to tht

solution of problems connected with questions about semiconductors, heat-resistili.-

steels, polymers, etc.

Therefore, in parallel with the presently existing thematic scientific research

institutes and design bureaus working in areas of knowledge, we must start to

create task scientific and technical organizations of large and small scale. Then,

every such organization will solve a fully defined, urgent problem. In structure

these organizations can, if necessary, include their own scientific research

institutes, laboratories, design bureaus, experimental plants, etc.

For each such organization to work successfully, it should not be considered

as a constantly existing establishment, but as one created only for the time needud

to solve the problem, be it several months or several years. Inasmuch as these

organizations will have a temporary character, when necessary they can easily b'-

organized in those regions where the problem is most urgent and more closely

connected with vital questions.

Such a solution of scientific and tec:hnical problems will not require greater

means. But the main difficulty will be the necessity of re-educating certain

of our scientific and technical workers who usually like the stability of working

In their scientific establishments and fearing separation from them. We must

educate scientists and advanced engineers and encourage a sense of mobility. Such

an organization can be graphically presented as a mobile combat unit formed from

military units armed with different kinds of weapons. This unit is given definitt-

operational assignments, after completion of which it is again reorganized in,
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rd•rLi.. 'ith tht rt quirtments of the next assignment.

of ",ur:., , In par-tilel with these task scientific organizations we must hnv,

th, ,rlor thematic institutes of the Academy of Sciences and branch Institutes

-tt bl p-rints and central boards.

Anew, thi-se task scientific and technical organizations reduce the load oti

our thematic institutes, both in unfamiliar matter and overworked cadre, This will

tIve the i•nstitutes the possibility of concentrating on the solution of problems

of ereat scientific value.

I think It is very probable that in the future the principle of organizing

works by problems should be the basis not only of solving applied technical

problems, but also of solving theoretical scientific problems, and it should affer-t

t h, organization of scientific work in the Academy of Sciences. That a task

urganization will be effective here may be seen from the fact that now the moot

irnteresting and advanced problems in science appear when several areas of knowledge

aru cross-pollinated, for instance: biology with chemistry, physics or radio

physics with astronomy, etc. The necessity of complex development of large

scientific problems is confirmed by the example of the unification of scientific

works and scientists on task subjects recently conducted in the USSR Academy of

Sciences. This unification turned out to be not only possible, but easy and it

t'.ve good support to the scientific responsibilities.



-. 
L .....4' . .. ..-

THE INSTITUTE~ OF PHYSICAL PROBIEIS'

:1 When I returned to work in the Soviet Union, the question of the organizatien,

of science In general, and of scientific work at V' institute in particular,

- I greatly interested me. I was well acquainted with how science and scientific

I
I

work are organized a~broad. ?or several years I was the director of' an in~stitute

In the center of English scientific thought, Camibridge. Based on this expe!i,ýn--c

I felt. that the organizational forms of scientific work accepted in the West were

completely inapplicable hcre. We had to look for our own forms for theoraitc:

:XS scientific work at the institute anid even more so for the organization of hl!

* science.

This is caused mainly by the .'act that science is assigned a special plset iti

cur socialist country. Of courste, in other countries it is well Known arid widelyý

accepted Coat science plays large role in the development of production anid

technology. But, in our coun~try science Is recognized as one of basic foundationz

of the development of production and It is assigned a guiding vralue 1in the

development of our technoclogy and the national economy. Thcreforc!, the organization

of our science should be more purposeful than in capitalist countries, where It h~as

more of an accidental spontaziecus character. Here, the connection, between:

science and life should be closer and fuller. Questions about the organization

science are especially important for us, the workers of the Academy of Sciences

of the Soviet Union.

'From a report at a meeting of the Presidium and responsible orCganiza-tior.s i
~he USSR Academy of JK,,-cnces .15 May 1943.
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. K, ur•gt&l:ation of so•,entific work It. o~r Institute I will

:i'"It try tu giv(. t, picture of' the general principles of organization of science

t':-u. whih we orlgiratt-d and then I will tell what we have, in reality, carried out.

I ;tils ll allow myself snvera] stipulations.

I wllu talk basically about the organization of an institute in peacetime.

. ix&. ttjv inStitute has change its appearance during the war, since it has adjusted

t, wq-tiymn nieeds, I will say several words at the end of this report about this.

:4at thiis (et.rtainly must be considered as a temporary stage in the existence of' our

l,:,titut,.. Of constant interest is the structure of the institute, what will it

b( it, 1t-a•eetlme? The healthier the structure, the easier It can adjust to

wartimte conditions, whenever they appear.

I aluo want to remind to you that our institute is young: it has cxisted

onLy 7-8 years. Although I arrived here already more or less a formed scientists,

rionktheless it was difficult to create an institute without a school or collearues.

Thtrefore, the institute grew much slower than if it budded from some other

institute and then developed and grew independently on this basis. Additional

difficulties in the selection of the cadre were connected with peculiarities of

our work pertaining to the region of strong magnetic fields and low temperatures,

a r(glon of scientific work little we developed at that time in the USSR. In the

first years we were occupied In forming and instructing the basis cadre of

sci(ntific and maintenance personnel of the institute. Only after the working

nucleus was formed could the institute start to grow normally and to expand.

My first question was: What should be the tasks of an institute of the

Academy of Sciences? By this question I had in mind, of course, a physics institute

or, in general, an institute dedicated to investigations in the region of natural

s•iences; the problems and organization of an institute working in other regicns

of knowledee will certainly be different; therefore, I previously argued against

too wide a generalization of those theses which I would develop.

Further, I emphasize that we are speaking about the organization of an

institute of the Academy of Sciences itself. What is the Academy of Sciences?

The Academy of Sciences is the main headquarters of Soviet science. From VW point

of view, it must direct all our science, from top to bottom, and direct it along

n henpthy channel.

Each of its separate institutes should have the very same policy, i.e., to
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-y- to- -ave a Ivadti influence on science in that region in which it works, tuc

try to stae its brawh advanced.

Theremiore, the first assignment of an institute of the Academy of Sciences

is to be occupied with &,reat science. Great science studies the basic phenomc-i

neceasa7 for the deepest knowledge of nature. The task of great science is to

give t* knowledge necessary to change nature such that is serves man, in his

cultural developoent. Therefore, the selection of the basic subjects of an

* inatitiAte. the selection of regions-in whl i its work 1s, dirrected i 3 raordif•rii

essefntil. This direction of the inatitite should correspond to the directio III

the development of science which is the most promising at the given moment and at

the given state of science, considering methodical possibilities, the one that

gan move forward the fastest and most fruitfully.

In physics I consider there are three such basic direction: low-temperatur'

physics, nuclear physics and solid state physics. I cannot now substantiate

why I consider these directions the most important and possibly a number of my

comrade-physicists will not agree with me. Our institute studies phenomena occurrin-

at low temperatures, near absolute zero. In the last few years this direction

has been one of the moat rapidly developing in physics and we can expect many new

and basic discoveries In it.

Our scientific work is performed by a small number of leading scientists.

This makes the work of the institute purposeful, makes it center around a small

number of leading subjects. Nothing Is so dangerous to the scientific work of

"an institute as obstruction by minor subjects that distract one from the basic

problems and aspirations. The basic subjects of the institute are developed by a

small number of workers, 3-4 scientists, and this makes things purposeful.

After the selection of the general direction of the work, the next important

question is selection of the scientific workers. In great science significant

successes can be attained only by very creatively gifted and dedicated people.

There are not many such workers In science and there cannot be many, just as one

country cannot have many great writers, composers or artists. But, having them,

we should put them in such conditions to use their scientific forces for the

development of our great science most fully and expediently. Therefore, the nucleus

of an institute must unconditionally be formed oily :rom a small q,:.tity very

thoroughly selected scientists. This nucleus should be entireiy devoted to



: ti, gt 1I'1- w:ork. 'h inrtitute should bt" organized so workiinC coiditioz..ý ýs'y

•ri r0--i 11, it Its which tile scientists are occupied with by science in th, l'uboratorý'

,. t t bc / 8 o0 th(.ir time, being distracted by other functions not more than

201 of the time. Only under these conditions can scientists sit in tle Laborntory

• .U, to ,,etualiy work. Only when you work in the laboratory yourself, conduct

.xporim, nts with your own hands, frequently even get into their actual routint

prit, o.ily than can you get real results in science. You can't do good work witt.

,omsonv. else's hands. A man who spends several tens of minutes directing'

:,v.Is rittit'l work cannot be a great scientists. In any case, I have not seer. or

ti . rd of a great scientist who worked this way and I think this is generrilly

Impossible. I am sure that when even the biggeat scientist ceased to work is, th,

Liburntory himself he not only stopped his own growth, but he also stopped beitte

n sclntist. These principles are very important, but they pertaiin only to

,,e,"Cetime: in wartime it is necessary to proceed and act otherwise.

It is especially important to instill these principles in starting scientists.

For this purpose I try to put them to work In a somewhat rigid organizational

framework. For instance, a scientist should not be occupied with by several

subjects at once, especially when he is just beginning. When scientist has

matured, become more advanced, he can manage, in rare exceptions, 2-3 subjects

simultaneously, but it shoudl start with ouly one.

From organizational methods important for successful work we know that a

scientist should work a limited number of hours. "Overtim.e work is harmful, it

exhausts a man and lowers his creative forces. In our Institute it is accepted

that all work is over after 6 o'clock p.m. A scientist should go home, consider

his work, read, learn and rest. In exceptional cases, by permission of the deputy

director it is possible to work to 8 o'clock p.m. Night work is allowed only 'y

permission of the director and can be justified by the technical requirements

caused by special conditions of an experiment. This is the regime in which the

scientists of our institute work.

- An institute that can become the center of great science, from the quality of

its scientific forces and production, can, nevertheless, close on itself, becoui

an isolated unit and not satisfy the requirements we initially gave it.

How can an institute affect the development of advanced science of the
country, and how can It connect itself with other foci of scientific thouCtit is,
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the country? There are several wayo. Lct us name U* min ontea.

First, It should use the advantages it should possess as an institute of thL'

Acadei of Sciences. These advantages are expensive and modern technical

equl•punt, the selection of a strong cadre, thanks to which it can carry out

certain acientiftc work" impasible in other institutes. For example, our itstltut,

has-& pecial installation to produce large quantities of liquid helium; this

gives ias exceptional possibilities to conduct experiments at low temperatures that

are asent in other places. Using this, our institute gives to workers of othtr

instit~ites a chance to work in the region of low temp~eratures, which they cartyot

do at their place. These works usually are not leading and sometimes they ever

, stand aside from the basic subjects of Institute.

Our comrades from other Institutes uually visit us In this mauzer. SomeoneI i• who wants to work with us is invited to our scientific meeting or seminar anqd

reports on the experiment he wants to ran. There is a discussion and If his

proposal presents sound scientific interest and the author is sufficiently

qual-fied, he is allowed to conduct the work. In order not to disrupt the basic

works of tbh institute the number of outside works is small and usually does not

exceed two or three.

More people want to work at the institute than we can accomodate. This is

a good lx?,ex that the institute is advanced because only then are outside

scientific institutions interested in our works and want to see them.

The constant stay of workers from other scientific establishments with us has

permitted us to carry out one of the forms of living connection with the external

scientific world. Scientists who have left us after the termination of their worK

have obtai.ned experience from the conducted work; they will acquaint their

institutes with our other works and our experience will penetrate further and furtner

into other scientific establishments of the country. Thus, througn them a lv•ing

contact will be established with other establishments and we, In turn, will know

what is happening there. A living connection is the strongest connection. Its

use is a good method of affecting the development of science in the country.

We must set the same living connection with foreign scientists in perspective.

In the first years of the Institute scientists came to us from abroad. But in the

laSt few years the political situation has been so complicated that, A!tho;g.

scientists wanted to come to us, the cornection with foreign countrl• was
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ili: '.,ri' ,J: "ktou.t cur Co•lnection with foreign scientists w- -r . r', 1 z,., L-.i,

'or to. Ol'it.Ar( . Pit this must be considered th( normal and healthy cosiditlon vf "

Ltti work of' anty scademic institute, since all science in the wor'.J Is one

I.separrtid4, whole. If an academic institute pretends to a leading position, It

munt try to "ittract workers not only of Its own country, but also of other

• ont-ris. TUis will be objective proof that advanced large scieece Is conduetcd

its Institutet.

Th( reL Is onie more region of influence on our culture and our science on thq

g..,rt of 3'v,,.,cpd academic institutes. This is the region of the prepnration of

-•' tlt fic .- idres.

tic on., besides an institute, can prepare future cadres and it owes consili'vt.i

qtteuitlot, to gradually grow them from young people. Therefore, post-graduatc

institute must be welcomed and supported as much as possible. But, here there ar.

.,c.rtiii, difficulties I want to consider.

The first difficulty is the selection of post graduate students. The fact

is that the connection between scientific establishments and higher educational

Institutions is unsatisfactory in a number of cases. 1 consider that this is a

treat deficiency li, our organization. The best scientists have gone to work it

acientific research establishments. The leadership of higher educational

InstJtutions has remained mainly in the hands of pedagogues, of teac.cra, for whor.

research work is not the main part of their activity. We must admit that the

predominant part of our professors cannot be considered the leading scientists of

our country. Their requirement for students and their system of training youne

people are usually directed toward eliminating the most creatively strong young

people. Therefore, in our higher educational institutions the creative

inclinations of our young people are usually badly developed.

Assisting at post graduate examinations, I have usually observed that the

college professors most highly value not the student who understands most, but

the student who knows most. But the sciences need people who Understand first

of all. Therefore, it Is very difficult to select students from higher educationasl

institutions for post graduate work according to their grades. To correctly

select promising post graduate students we must observe them for some time whcn

they are occupied with work on which they could manifest their creativv vein,

their ability to think Independently.
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I tb1ji that the break between higher educational Institutions aaid sol.

institutes has brought about a selection of young scientific cadres that is m•ch

weaker now than it w" in s time. when the main scientific work was conducted

in hLgher educational institutions, I remenber the time when Academician A. F. Iof fe

dir'cted the chair of pys4Ics at the Polytechnical Institute i LringL•1. I

think it isnot accidental that his group selected a whole series of starting

aciouiai who progres•de well (four of them are aixeady academicians). Eveni now

our hlghex educational institutions undoubtedly have many promising and talented

.. .-- yo people, Pbutthe sieve with which we try to sift them for scientific work

has such holes that they slip through and do not get to scientific institutes.

If w want to start selecting the moot talented scientists we must seriously consider-

how to find the form connecting our scientific institutes with higher educational

institutloo to find and educate the most creatively capable young people.

Tberefore, we began to look for new forms of selecting post graduate students

from the young people of higher educational institutions. This form of selecting

for our institute was developed only in the last two or three years before the war

and it is still difficult to say what results it will give. It consists of the

folloving. Using the fact that we have liquid helium for experiments at low

temperatures in quantities greater than all the cryogenic laboratories of the

world taken together, we could organize a lab course through which every student

of the physics department of Moscow University would pass. At first this

course was organized only for the best students, but in the last two years, all

physics students took this ocarse, each performing 2-3 laboratory experiments

with liquid helium. For cryogenic institutes, this is a great luxury, because

in Leyden and other laboratories work with liquid helium is still not readily

available even for scientists; every student of Moscow State University has

the possibility of doing such works as, for example, on the properties of

superconductors, studying magnetic phenomena at temperatures close to absolute

zero, etc. It is natural that the University values this possibility and readily

sends students to us. In the process of this course we established this system:

the best students, those who showed greatest ability in the course, were marked

and if they wished they could do more than the three assigned experiments. The

scientists in charge of the course conversed with them, and the best were sc."t :c

converse with me. Thus we could note the most able young pecple, approach thor:.
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.;o'jrt|i,, •'royr, t'.- t!.,rj or Vowrt.ti y.ar and follow them. Furthcr. we invlttcd the

IV A; ,,:" thenl t, It,( llistitut, at trainees. In this duty they partlcipatl • ini

,., ;', -r,,h w'•irv. ",,; you,,tt.r laboratory technicians, hlelped seleltatists it, th,'ir

* p,.,rimeats, twde recordings, adjusted the simpler works, etc.

.election for post graduate work was produced from the cadre of trainees,

,.of Juat on the basis of examination answers, but taking into account how thi

"-rijdidvdte performed during work in the institute. Certainly, such a sampliti of

yomniun scientists permits embracing a wider circle of young people and deprivc the

--amplir.. of elements of chance. Our experiment was interrupted byr the war. But if

wt. had continued It, it would have been developed in this manner: having finistio

Lhvir post graduate work and obtained candidate degrees, these young scientist-

v.ould #:o to other scientific establishments and spread the scientific experienc,

of" our institute. Further, we could expect that one out of ten or fifteen graduat,,s

would be so talented that he would remain in institute in the basic cadre of

.rfative workers. Thus, the institute would grow.

This method of observing young people from the University, thoroughly and

continuously checking their abilities, presents the only correct way for selectisi,

young scientific cadres. We cannot deny this work our forces, and not only

because the young scientific cadre is our future. They are our present. As you

become older only young people, only your students, can save you from premature

Yerebral hardening. We learn from our students. Thanks to his experience, a

teacher directs the work, but in the end the students instruct the teacher, they

deepen his knowledge and expand his horizons. Without students a scientist

usually withers rapidly as a creative entity and ceases to move forward. I never

forgot the words of iy teacher, Rutherford: "Kapitsa," said he, "you know, thanks

to my students, I also feel young." And, as I approach old age I feel that

contact with young people should be a modus vivendi protecting me from withering,

ensuring the preservation interest in everything new and advanced in science.

After all, conservatism in science is worse than premature death for a acicnti=t;

this is a brake for the development of science.

Now, let us turn to one more important form of the connection of scientific

work of an institute with the external world, one I feel is unjustly disregarded,

not only in scientific institutes, but also in the Academy of Sciences on the

whole. This is the question about the propaganda of science.



We talk such about the popularization of science, implying by this itsj populariz ation for wide masses, but we have not become accustomed to tinle, that,

ibeides It, there is Still the propagauda of science. Any large scientific

uchlevemant, any step forward in science can not onl.y be popularizd, and this,

of tourse, is not a duty of the scientist, his diuty is to propagandize' sciencý-,

I.e., to show his coarade scientists his meaning, to explain tho role in scietiut

tbis ackievemient should play, to indicate what in!fluence it can have OiL the

developent of scientific thought, on our philosophical opinions, on our technoLoC4,

S -t. h- mpropaganda of -cience is .,ot the retelling of scientific thoughts in

si•pler language. It is a creative process because it is not so clear and easy

to present to oneself and explain others how one or another scientific achicveumeit~

can effect the development of science, technology and culture on the whole. Also,

we do Little propagandizing of science in this meaning and it is not assigned a

suffiieantly honorary and Important place in the work of our scientists.

Unfortunately, in our institute too we do not always pay proper attention to this

work. Our propagandist work has found expression in the form of separate

lectures at scientific establishments, attracting people from other Institutes to

our scientific meetings, discussing problems with them, etc.

* This form of the connection of science with life and other scientific

institutes is random, accidental and unorganized with us. The result of tVis is

a delayed influence of some regions of science on others and a delay of the

penetration of scientific achievements into all forms of life of the country. We

must think about the education of propagandists of science and the organization

of their work. I always try to encourage the widest possible discussion ol any

scientific work, not to inhibit scientific arguments when they appear at scientific-

meetings, but, conversely, to consider it not a bed thing to provoke Deople a littic

eO that they argued property. We must welcome the widest di&cussion of scieiAti:iu

works. The greater the arguments, the more contradictions appear, the sharper they

are, the greatest the stimuli for healthy development of scientific thought.

Following this tendency, our institute, more than other institutes, it seems,

presents reports at meetings of the Physics and Mathematics Section of the Academy

of Sciences.

Let us now approach one of the most important forms of the inrflur=ce

scientific work on culture, its influence on the develoomer.t zf advtt:'" •i -
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in Li ;;uciallst country what orgenizritional formz should the Influence of

scienco oz. our technology and economy take? We havc frequently debated tnds 1;. 1

qu-.astioh and it in oiX' of the shkrpest. I must directly say that I cannot aeree

•'ith. tepir,'ci5 on this question rrequenitly expressed even by rather responsible,

leailng comrades. I feel that we frequently vulgarize the idea of' the connectic:.

of ocienc •wi technology: very many consider that any scientific work shoulu•

Lcvc; imakediate yield to technology. These comrades lodge thf wort-h., -r lack cf 7

it, of one or another investigation of a scientific irstitute only or. the baaik; cf.

thc scale of what concrete help the scientific work rende.red to one or another

tranch of industry. This is certainly incorrect. This approach is naive and iuan I
to nharmful perfunctoriness. Even a superficial study of the history oi science

and culture shows that any large science Inevitable influences not only

tecknology, but also the whole structure of our life. It is absolutely clear that

only thanks to fundamental works and discoveries of Faraday have such absoluteiI

new forms of implements of human culture as generaLors, telephones, etc., appeared.

But, obviously, one should not require fro-9Faraday that he himself maAe and the

telephone and the generater. Faraday was not an engineer; moreover, the Industry

of his time was not ready to embody all his ideas in life. Bell, Simmons,

Edison and other big engineers did this several decades later. There are many such

examples. But, that Faraday did not embody his own ideas in technology does not

minimize his brilliant discoveries of the laws and properties of an electrical

current. We frequently judge the achievements of science only by its practical

results and who honor the man who peeled the apple as the one who did the main

work, whereas, in fact, the one who planted the apple tree produced the apple.

The connection if science with technology has many sides. When an ordinary

engineer designs brakes for a carriage or calculates the strength of a structure

he uses the laws of mechanics developed by Newton. When an expert on patents

rejects the next "very promising" proposal for a perpetual motor, he bases his

judgement on the law of conservation of energy discovered by Meyer, etc. When

an engineer goes to a scientist for council, requesting him to either explain an

Incomprehensible phenomenon in the process of production or Indicate how to

calculate one or another mechanism, etc., this is also an important form of tne

cciunectlcr: of science and technology. All this occers every day under the most

-~sl -
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diverse circumstances In tens, even hundreds of places. Lbut this Is 3o c•'d•.tir

that we do not talk about this, we do not feel or value this very much. .Mi-,,whlt,.

this form of the connection is one of mightly means of the influenjcc of" ,c ii

on technology on industry. But for this influence to be left w, must havw Larr(

science and people called scientists who can direct it.

For instance, our military technology is comparable and in many r. •pc-t-

even exceeds the technology of our enemies. How is this so? In th C tru t f

we have great science and scientists who influence our technology in "* numb, r C1

invisible ways.

To what, for instance, does our metallurgy owe its high level" Primary to

the works of Chernov, all his students and the traditions of scientific appro.'ch

In metallurgy they developed in the course of many years. Of course, engineers

deserve great creditt they managed to perceive and extract all that was necessary

from the great science created by founders of our scientific metallurgy. but

without Chernov, Kurnakov and their followers, our metallurgy certainly woula not

have given such good steel necessary for our army's fine weapons. Without thin

steel our designers would bo powerless to create first-class tanks.

Let us take one more example, our aviation. To what does it owe its Prc•'•,- _

Without the works of Zhukovskiy, Chaplygin and their school it certainly ccula sit

have developed. But Chaplygin never designed an airplane or even traced ia a!( •

He was a great mathematician like his brilliant teacher Zhukovskiy who .ivu ur•t 1

basis of flight aerodynamics. The whole world bows to Zhukovskiy as th. 'iLc,.v-'-,

'-of the fundamental theorem at the basis of calculating the wing profliL. ct'

airplanes and thanks to which the mechanism of wing lift became urwerstunuuc...

Should we require of Zhukovskiy that he design airplanes? His theorem is ra

excellent apple tree that he planted and apples will be picked from it ['cr mu-,

centuries by all those who construct airplanes.

Of course, this influence of great science on techrnology should bt mort

organized than it is with us now; it should be propagandized as I have said. Vc

should also better organize the consulation of scientists by industry. Scientists

should be more interested in the regions of technology In which their knowiced(:

can render the biggest influence. If we can speak about the plainir1; of '•iin•>

it should consist of encouraging the development cf those regiý:&.: .- f KnoL- J-'

which can render a wider effect on the developme.it cf tv.*hno1oCy t -it
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momenit, h.ut w.- caziot reqiir,- of a great ocientizt tha.t h,• J .fct te-hriol)a.. by

irec'tly pi'ttlrng hi:; k4tas into prnctlc.:'.

ULt u cross over from this general speech to the concrete atory uji t. w

connpectior) cf our irnstltute with technology. At first glance it :'aiý appear th at

what I will s.y will contradict the ideas I have developcd. :Ut this contra•jitlor!

is due to accidezital circumstances: besides sclentific woric I :rnocv.ed wr•th

lI-nigproblemz. But this is an accidental circumstance tUat cannot be

corsilered the rule. It seems to me that it is simpimst to tell You now the

Tnotl~utc ai-velope! its works on oxygen in industry.

In about the thirties our technical press animated by discussing a very

important question about the wide application of oxygen in inaustry Wrd its

influence possible on contemporary technology. A aeries of Interesting articles
and accounts of our advanced engineers showed how great the 1a'fluence of chea1 ,

oxygen could be on industry. Of them the Intensification of ferrous metallurgy

was specially attractive: a blast furnace, melting, the production of steel in a |

oxygen blast. Then there were questions of underground gasification, the I
intensification of a number of chemical processes, etc. All these tempting and

interesting prospects rested in the question of obtaining cheqp oxygen in larL-1

quýntities. Methods were offered and discussed simultaneously. I was L-iterestcd

by these materials and paid attention to certain articles with evident errors. I

bt-Jan to delve into the various possibilities of obtaining the cheapest oxygen.

On the basis of contemporary physical presentations it was possible to show that

oxygen could be produced cheapest from air where it is in the free state. Furthlr,

it was possible to show, and I reported this to the Academy of Sciences, that at

the contemporary level of technology the cheapest way of obtaining oxygen lies

through liquefication of air and its subsequent distillation. Liquid air can be

distilled into oxygen and nitrogen, Just as we distill alcohol from its aqueous

solution. Then, also on the basis of gcneral scientific considerations, it was

possible to show that in contemporary installations producing of liquid air the

efficiency was not more than iO-i5% and that the existing cycles of liqueficatior,

and rectification were very complicated. Further, it was possible tc show that

the best means of simplifying and reducing the cost of these processes for the

prcduclon of oxygen in large quantity was rejecting the piston rtfrigoratinF

rrsnhltes and switching to rotary, turbine machlnes. It was lrttrestilte to note
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triat 6 1 t te i~de-' Cý' 1'1 a ,ý i re Prigerq' tiý 7 t _r ,! *

t90's by Ir~lh ispite of Ai r;.m.ier ol attemptc, till now It waý; not '~4.

carried out. It was posslble to theoretically ahow what, in oil protetility,

were the errors of thes, attempt3 and how to avoid thc-. ercror. All tLls

theoretic&l work was ir.tereuLing to do and this certainly woo the¢ work '•f-

scientist.

iaving obtainea tnese results, I told erngincers a-nd spcolalilVtz tiLt Ui.m

and indicated what way i thovght we should go in order to create a new ttccuolvDy

for obtaining cheap oxygen. They told me directly that a professor dreams, all

"this ia excessively urreal and far from their contemporary presentations. In

other words, our technical thinking was not sufficiently mature to perceive thl L-

new ideas.

Essentially, as scientist I could have merely published my results and wait-A

until technical thinking had ripened sufficiently to embrace and embody them in

life. Today I know that through this theoretical research I outlined all the work

that I myself had done in the last four years as an engineer and that I had

assumed should have been done by our industry. I had the right to stop with thiG

theoretical if 1 was not an engineer, if this did not draw my fervor as ai,

engineer. They told me that those ideas I advanced as a scientist were unreal.

decided to takce another step forward.

After one and a half or two years at the institute I constructed a machin(

to produce liquid air based on these new principles. The general theoretical

positions expressel were justified. The machine was subjected to the expertise •-

a government commissic.n A resolution of the Economic Council obliged one plant

to perceive our scie3vtific and technical experience P.id to, develop the matter

further. I thought that at this stage I could be calm. The plant witl start to

develop new installations and develop them further in that same direction, I

assumed that from our laboratory model, which gave all the neceLsary in~dices anu

thereby confirmed all the basic tneo-etical positions I had advanced, industry

would develop a new technology for obtaining cheap oxygen. But the matter was

not quite so. Although the government had given the plant rather rigid indi:ations,

nevertheless the plant did not carry them out.

Looking at what had o•-curred at the factory it was simple to _: :trstava.j

ca.se of the delay ir 1-veloping a&,d implementing yew installtioc-.. T-is rilaxt
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SI y"' , ' -iJ f', r: "ted dt slr ,.4 r3 whc, w, r, lr,'r atly Iibt. a' .•t"-•t ,fiII

s:rIf'r, s,. f ' orx- of' toinm now work with me. The pcner-l reLation ol tii, vl~.',rt

,.,1i 1- ,ti'v to -i ti,,w aissgnrnnt could not be called hostile. It recornizt, d tlI

Ifr ,efit arid interest of something new, but the workers of the plant simpiy were

tiut interested in it. They were concerned with daily cares and the matn fulfillt•.Il

of the basic plan of the plant. Of course, our installations took away mtaly men,

.,-,hindered the fulfillment of the plan and in its scale it did not play a role ii

thte yearly output of the plant. I think I can best characterize the relation. of

thic plant to new creative undertakings by somewhat rephrasing some lines from

Waust. In reference to this case they we may say:

We try for the highest, the best,
Alas, worldly matters hinder us.
And if our yearly plan will be carried out,
We carry the greatest good to our dreams...

Our plants want to relate to new scientific achievements conscientiously,

but Life places them in such conditions that fulfillment of the plan is the most

important thing for them. A year of work showed that under such condition there

is no hope that the plant will begin to develop the problem of cheap oxygen

Independently.

Then we decided to change our tactics. The assignment was given to another

plant where special workshops and a designing bureau were created exclusively

for our installationts. By a resolution of che Economic Council the selection of

the cadre of these workshops and the technical leadership of this work were given,

to the institute.

Meanwhile, in order not to lose time the institute did the work we calculated

had to performed by industry itself. From the installation for producing liquid

air we went to the realization of new cycles, to building an installation for the

production of liquid oxygen. We continued to check our theoretical designs and

obtained liquid oxygen on turbine installations. We were interested in how many

hours our installations could work continuously in factory conditions. Therefore,

although the oxygen installation of institute worked properly, nevertheless we

could not say beforehand that it was ready for industry.

.t the new plant the matter went better than at the first one, but still it

went slowly and, although we directed the workshop, our interferencc' as an out.uide

element did not always pass smoothly. In a year and a half w(, con..;tructed sveral
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*umld hav p ~rv-rae sim~e tntr var beegan ririd t:.L5~ nrw Trt-r- uf tiý.t ý-ctl

with industry wa finished.

Operational experience with plants taught us much. It showed that industry

has creative enghetera and A tendency to accept new technuoioy. Fror. t:e ••nc;t

first steps of our work on oxygen we encountered great help, support ar-d lrterust

in all our undertakings on the part of the government. We readil y aXir-t ,,ad ii

all our undertakings. Certainly., only thanks to this did the work move forwa.,d.

What held up thU*g*' Undoubtedly, organ zatLonal factors. Our pltt ir.dutrial

organization is insufficiently adjusted for fast and smooth mastering o" new ideas

in technology. However, I have no doubt that our economic system can find anU

create organizational forms that would open the possibility of smooth and fast

introduction and development of advanced ide" in technology and would give tho

possibility at the wide Influence of scinece on industry. But these forms still

have not been found and we must look for them.

War sharpens the need of the country for oxygen. We must roll up our sl=ev ,

all forces must be harnessed for finishing machines of an industrial type anid

studying questions of strength and service life. This we did in Kazan after

the institute was evacuated there. On the basis of the Kazan experience, Under

the leadersiip and jointly with the institute big industrial installations are

urgently constrieted and go into industrial use.

The war and the postwar national-economic problems of the country give th-

oxygen problem great urgency. We must act energetically in order to use all

possibilities which our method of obtaining oxygen opens for our industry. I

cannot enter into the details of the accepted measures; I will Just say that no-.

there is an independent central board, an industrial administration for oxygeu,

one of whose main problems is to develop and to introduce installatioens cf our

type. I have been assigned the leadership of this organization.

The subject of my report does not touch more specifically the protlems

set before the Oxygen Central Board and its associated Technical Council cr. tti-

introduction and use of oxygen. I will only say that the target of the new

organization is to connect large science with industry and to try using oxygtn

to intensify our metallurgy, chemical industry, power engineer, et2.
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tr-i.- n , Ic eajýiy e.'- if it'w- allcw trtit tht rt :-r( two.fi .1 ~t a~ s f

I~ r" ~ r, s a. c.~i~cc- I ~h O1~entatt ro -e ifrts to tU-'. 1-

.,-• ui ituorl.i orga-nizatioZ which wom;id adjust to rr-ceive a•l anrd ivitrduc•

t;ew -'ie.;t1!'ic Iiv-rs. It is difficult tc say what will cre of this attempt, Lut

1 n iiy c• i 'sS the .ircumstances of the oiar require the upplication of all forct's Ir

order to rvach success,

All this, of course, does not contradict what I said in the t'~innirjng. Ali

trhs follows from a simple coincidence that I can work both' as a scientist an-d

As aii cxgiIner. After all, there are cases of one person havinig two Drofessions.

for instwice, Rorodin was a chemist and a composer. But this cannot be the rule

or .an example. If you listen to a singer you do not require that he be his own

ac-compw.ist. Therefore, from a scientist you cannot require that he watch cver

production and bring his own scientific works to Irdustria.1 rc&.ts. Certaln

scientists have the necessary engineering Inclination and then one snould zertaint:,

use this happy chance. But if this is not the case, to make a person do what

he is not capable of or trained for, against his will, Qan only bring harm. I

will give as an example, Academician N. N. Semenov. His works on chain reactivics

and comb.istion are some of the most brilliant and leading scientific works dorne i:

tie Soviet Union. The combustion, ?xplosion, and detonation theory coming frcr,

tis works and from the works of his school have had colcosal a-nd recognized influcrce

on the contemporary development of internal combustion engines, explosives a:.d

several other regions of technology . It is the same abroad, wherever combustion

proyesses are studied the i.ame Semenov is mentioned basic. But If Semenov himself

had tried to construct an internal ccibustion engine or to direct its constructicT,,

he would have produced very little and his time and energy would have been aetact:ir

from great science, where he was a maýtfvr. We value Semenov as a great Russian

scientist, as the pride of our theoretical thought and his work in thecretical

chemistry will be valued for many generation. But, as engineer he was below aver-Age.

And if a si,,Zer cannot be his rwn accompanist, why should he be'encourage to Oo

this? Is it not better to t.-ain an accompanist separately? But, we must conf.ss

tha there are few in ii.iustry occupied with developing the appropriate talre I',r

i it'ili new advanced technology Into practice. We must frankly say thnaL ti.1s
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is utur ,greet dke ,Ir'i ieiy and we &-st strAgI* With It. ?'.Jt, I tI I~. 1e at:

to waste ru-r jerft fsentist-, -zr triis worit.

It seems to me that this great question, trie coALdection of -cieti_'e w!tt.

industry, must be widely discussed to find healthy forms of thn i

necessary for our fast cuJtaral growth. We mtst avoid vularizatitre In p=:-t.

this question, e.g., the requirement groundlessly given to all scienitists: to

.ntroduce the results of their own works themselves.

Against tills I will always protest. Science, large science, always moveu

und xiil always move -technIcal thought. In the Soviet Union we have all the

possibilities to make this influence The most active. But these questions cannct

be brought down to a primitive level.

The pro'lems Lefore the institute undoubtedly affect his structural

&,ppearanceo In our institute there is a small staff of permanent sciejitists arid

also a cadre of temporary working scientists and post graduates. Only onxe third

of the workers are permanent, the temporary workers compose two thirds. This has

put a known iWrint on the whole structure of the institute. Inasmuch "s the

temporary workers are not paid from che funds of the institute, it is natural

that dimensions of our economic servicig apparatus do not correspond to accepted

norms with respect to the number of permancnt scientists. From. a bcoKKeepirn

point of view this frequently has placed to us in the re,!, overdrawn, but it

we carry the number of servicitg personnel to all the scientists wcrking ii; the

institute this noncorrespondence disappears. We should also consider that thef

presence of temporarj workers makes it necessary to have more qualified servicir,-

personnel. If, at first, post graduates are not closely supervized, inevitably

instruments and equipment will be broken before they learn to work. Visiting

workers can also harm scientific equipment if' experienced laboratory techriicius r,.

not assigned to them. They will also accelerate the work since they can help

establish special inatruments accepted for work at low temperatures, set rather

complicated low-temperature thermometers, show the method of treatlng liquid

helium, etc. Besides the staff of experienced laboratory technicians our institutt

also assigns hir"hly qualified masters to prepare special equipmert rapldly. Wý

must note that nothing so inhibits, and so oppresses scientific wcrk a& sliw

manufacture of instruments for experiments. Therefcre, the good "wz-rk,.&.-p a.

the institute brings us much benefit. N.ýw I will touch the ,untjion stciut
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Ttg 11;t tut( ild icO', have to be reconstructt 4 very utr-h. 'Me it xygr , i r'obli .

turned out to bo. ur".-,t in wartime too. Tie war forccd us to try t,: rf Alit-

nil the experience vnd knowledge accumulated in this region us soo50 4s ,pornRL-i'.

W I tied to organize oitr work in such a way as to transmit all our exptori.z.re oil

oxyreu to industry more rapidly so that, as far as possible it was used to stru!-,rll

witki our enemies. We also found that certain other regions of the in3tlttt KI

work had urgent value for the problems of war. Unfortunately, in a number VC

cireumstances I cannot relate this in greater detail. Directing all the cner•jy

of ita workers here, the institute had to considerably reduce the work Ill t1"

directions I considered in the beginning of my report. We almost wholly

concentrated our forces on the main direction, on oxygen, so that by a -0orcerted

blow we could find definite and fast results. We assumed that what sciernti:•l.

work was rot accomplished during the war or would not give results beforc. lto .It.s

,ould even be harmful if it took away from that work which is morc urges.t.

In conclusion I want to note that I tried to touch on only the most g.ra1

ind fundamental questions of the organization of scientific work. Some of tcm

are still far from being finally solved by us. Unfortunately, v:' h•.;c .

the questiorn of the organization cf science too little. Therefore, I allow that

a number of our solutions can be improved considerably. But it seems to me

unconditional that in the conditions of our country there are still many

unexhausted possibilities for the organization of science. Even with the still

imperfect organization of science which we now have our large science already has

a greater influence on technology, on all our life, than we usually imagine. Thiu

influence is carried out by the traditions developed by great science and its

connection through invisible threads with our life and industry. We must remember

that without the large scientific tradions created by our scientists already from

the time of Lomonosov we would not have good cannons, strong armor or fast

aircraft, although not one of our scientists or academicians can design an airplane

or fire - gun.

We still do not understand the possibilities we have in our country, the

forces that give us proximity of our science with life, the possibilities we

ar? given by the Soviet state for scientific work. We still do not k.,rJw ary• tc

use the large freedom that exists in our country for the developme-it of .zclr~tifl'c
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*Jjn4 ~ ~ A ho, n 4tkp to all this, 3o,.f Wtatev.evfltt an rulliy r4

90 are etii*4' upon to do Much lin a great courtr; arA weoral'srrtati

to value this matter, tc respect ad to care rot it; developmi•tt.
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